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AbstratThis paper fouses on the outer desription of the onvex hull of all integer solutions to agiven system of linear inequalities. It is shown that if the given system ontains lower and upperbounds for the variables, then the onvex hull an be produed by iteratively generating so-alledmod-2 uts only. This fat is surprising and might even be ounterintuitive, sine many integerrounding uts exist that are not mod-2, i.e., representable as the zero- one-half ombination ofthe given onstraint system. The key, however, is that in general many more rounds of mod-2ut generation are neessary to produe the �nal desription ompared to the traditional integerrounding proedure.Key words: Integer Programming, Mod-2 uts, Convex Hull.





3.1. IntrodutionOne of the fundamental results in the theory of linear integer programming states that the onvexhull of all integer points in the intersetion of �nitely many rational halfspaes is a polyhedron.This polyhedron that we denote by PI in the following an be desribed by linear inequalitiesthat one obtains in �nitely many steps by integer rounding [5℄. A single step of the integerrounding proedure onsists of taking all inequalities aTx � � with a 2 Zn that are valid for arelaxation P = P0 of PI and adding the onstraint aTx � b� to obtain the next relaxation P1to whih we refer as the �rst losure of P.It has been reently shown in [4℄ that optimizing over the �rst losure of a polyhedron is NP-hard. This explains that one annot expet to turn this nie onept of integer rounding into ane�etive and stand-alone algorithmi tool. The question emerges whether instead of onsideringthe �rst losure of a polyhedron one an resort to a weaker relaxation that is algorithmiallymore tratable. One relaxation that appears partiularly appealing for many ombinatorialoptimization problems is de�ned as the losure of a polyhedron assoiated with a speial familyof rounding uts. These uts have been introdued in [1℄ and are referred to as mod-2 uts.More preisely, if P = fx 2 Rn jAx � bg with A 2 Zm�n, then a mod-2 ut is an inequality ofthe form 12uTAx � b12uT b where ui 2 f0; 1g for all i = 1; : : : ;m and 12uTA 2 Zm, i.e., uTA � 0mod 2.Among the many important examples of mod-2 uts we mention the blossom inequalities forthe mathing problem, the omb inequalities for the traveling salesman problem, the odd-yleinequalities for the stable set problem or for the set overing problem, and the yle inequalitiesfor the max ut problem.Although the problem of separating mod-2 uts is NP-hard in general, it an be solved inpolynomial time if the onstraint matrix meets ertain properties (see [1℄). Interestingly, [2℄showed that there is a polynomial time algorithm for separating a sublass of mod-k uts forany prime number k.These results suggest that mod-2 uts are an interesting objet to study into further depth.Our paper ontributes to this topi by showing that under mild assumptions a desription ofthe integer polyhedron an be obtained by iteratively generating mod-2 uts only.In the remainder of this paper we will fous on bounded integer programming problems ininequality form. We will, in addition, assume that lower and upper bounds for the variables areavailable. More preisely, for A 2 Zm�n, b 2 Zm and v 2 Zn, the feasible set of integer points isdesribed as fx 2 Zn : Ax � b; �Ix � 0; Ix � vg:We de�ne PI = onv(fx 2 Zn : Ax � b; �Ix � 0; Ix � vg).De�nition 1.1. Let A 2 Zm�n, b 2 Zm, v 2 Zn,~A = 0� A�II 1A and ~b = 0� b0v 1A :We denote an initial system with S = S(0) = ( ~A;~b):



4.The �rst mod-2 losure of the system S isS(1) = � ~A; ~b12uT ~A; b12uT~b for all u 2 f0; 1gm+2n s.t. uT ~A 2 Zn � :For t 2 Z+, t � 2, we de�ne reursively S(t) = (S(t�1))(1) to be t-th mod-2 losure of S.Given any system S = (A; b), then P(S) = fx 2 Rn : Ax � bg is the orresponding polyhedron.The main result of this paper is a proof of the fat that by generating mod-2 uts iterativelywe an produe the onvex hull of the integer programming problem.Theorem. There exists t 2 Z+ suh that P(S(t)) = PI .Our proof requires to make use of properties of the mod-2 losure that we summarize inSetion 2. Setion 3 is devoted to the proof of the main theorem.2. Properties of the mod-2 losureThis setion develops strutural properties of mod-2 losures of polyhedra. Starting with asystem S(0) introdued in De�nition 1.1 the iterative appliation of mod-2 uts provides aseond opy of the inequality system Ax � b. For this to be true it is essential that expliitupper bounds on the variables are part of the system S(0) as we show in a subsequent example.Lemma 2.1. Let S(0) be a system as introdued in De�nition 1.1. There exists t 2 Z+ suhthat � A; bA; b � is part of the system S(t).Proof: Let aTx � � be an inequality of the system Ax � b. We want to prove that after a �nitenumber of iterations, t say, � aTx � �aTx � � � is part of the system S(t).The system S(1) ontains the inequalitynXi = 1ai even ai2 xi + nXi = 1ai odd ai � 12 xi � ��2 � : (1)Then the system S(2) ontains two opies of inequality (1). If we onsider the original inequalityaTx � �, the two opies of inequality (1) and the upper bounds onstraints xi � vi for all i suhthat ai is odd, and sum them up with multipliers 12 , we derive that an inequality of the formaTx � � + Æ where Æ 2 Z+ is ontained in S(3).In subsequent rounds we generate mod-2 uts with multipliers 12 from:aTx � �aTx � � + Æ:This gives aTx � � + �12Æ� :Setting Æ := b12Æ, the argument applies iteratively and shows that after dlog2(Æ)e steps a seondopy of aTx � � is inluded in some system S(t). 2



5.Our next example illustrates that upper bounds on the variables are needed for Lemma 2.1to be true.Example 2.1. Consider the feasible set desribed asf(x1; x2) 2 Z2+j � 3x1 + 5x2 � 8g; (2)where the inequality �2x1 + 3x2 � 4 an be derived from multiplying �3x1 + 5x2 � 8 by 3=5,adding 1=5 times the inequality �x1 � 0 and rounding the right-hand-side. One may observethat, using only lower bounds and the initial inequality, it is not possible to derive a opyof �3x1 + 5x2 � 8. The reason is that both numbers �3 and 5 are odd. Therefore, all theinequalities belonging to any mod-2 losure attain a ratio of the two oeÆients stritly lessthan �3=5. 2Resorting to Lemma 2.1 we are now ready to prove that every mod-k ut with k prime anbe obtained by generating mod-2 uts iteratively.Lemma 2.2. Let S(0) be a system as introdued in De�nition 1.1. Let aTx � � be a mod-kut for P(S), i.e., aT = 1kuT ~A 2 Zn and � = b 1kuT~b with u 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1gm+2n. Thereexists a number t 2 Z+ suh that aTx � � is part of the system S(t).Proof: W.l.o.g. we may assume that k is prime. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a number t0 2Z+ suh that uT ~Ax � uT~b is part of the system S(t0). The inequality uT ~Ax � uT~b an berepresented as kaTx � k� + r (3)where r 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g.Then b12uT ~Ax � b12uT~b is part of S(t+1). The latter inequality dominates bk=2aT x �b12uT~b; sine bk=2aT x � bk=2aT  = b12uT ~A: Therefore, we assume in the following thatbk=2aT x � b12uT~b is ontained in the system S(t+1).Let � 2 Z+ suh that k � 1 = 2�� and � odd. Then after � steps the inequality�aTx � �� + Æ (4)with Æ = b�+r2�  is ontained in S(t+1+�).In the next iterations, by onsidering mod-2 uts obtained from inequalities (3) and (4) withmultipliers 12 , we will produe a mod-2 inequality of the form �0aTx � �0� + Æ0; where �02�0 =(k + �) with �0 2 Z+, �0 2 Z+, �0 odd, and Æ0 = b (r+Æ)�0k+� .The ruial observation here is that if Æ � �, then Æ0�0 + 12k < Æ� . In fat, sine r � k � 1 andk > �, we derive this relation with the following simple omputations:Æ� � Æ0�0 = Æ� � �(r + Æ)�0k + � � 1�0 � Æ� � r + Æk + � �� Æ� � k � 1 + Æk + � = Æk � k� + ��(k + �) �� �k � k� + ��(k + �) = 1k + � > 12k :



6.Therefore, after a �nite number of iterations we will produe a system S(t00) that ontains theinequalities kaTx � k� + r and�aTx � �� + Æ with Æ=� < 1:By Lemma 2.1 there exists a number t(3) suh that S(t(3)) ontains i opies of kaTx � k� + rand j opies of �aTx � �� + Æ where ik + j� = 2 , i.e., ik + j� is a power of 2.Then S(t(3)+) ontains the inequalityik + j�2 aTx � ik + j�2 � + � ir + jÆ2 � :Sine r � k � 1 and Æ � � � 1, b ir+jÆ2  = 0. This ompletes the proof. 2Example 2.2. Consider the feasible set desribed asf(x1; x2) 2 Z2+j7x1 + 14x2 � 20g:The inequality x1 + 2x2 � 2 an be derived from multiplying 7x1 + 14x2 � 20 by 1=7 androunding the right-hand-side. Following Lemma 2.2, with one mod-2 operation, we obtain the�rst inequality of type (4) 3x1 + 6x2 � 10:We then produe the next inequality by using the previous two5x1 + 10x2 � 15:Iterating the proedure we generate 3x1 + 6x2 � 8;that is another inequality of type (4) where � = 3, � = 2, and Æ = 2, that is, Æ=� < 1. Finally,we onsider one opy of 7x1 + 14x2 � 20 and three opies of 3x1 + 6x2 � 8, we divide by 16(orresponding to 4 onseutive mod-2 operations), and obtain x1 + 2x2 � 2. 23. Proof of the main theoremTheorem 3.1. Let S(0) be a system as introdued in De�nition 1.1. There exists t 2 Z+ suhthat P(S(t)) = PI .Proof: It suÆes to show that there exists t0 2 Z+ suh that the inequalities desribing the �rstChv�atal-Gomory losure P1 are part of the system S(t0). The polyhedron P1 is desribed by theGomory uts P1 = fx 2 Rn juTAx � buT b; for all u � 0; uTA 2 Zng:Every suh inequality uTAx � buT b with u = (p1=q1; : : : ; pm=qm) and pi 2 Z+, qi 2 Z+ n f0gis a mod-k ut with k = Qmi=1 qi. In fat, there is a �nite representation for P1 (see [6℄) asP1 = fx 2 Rn j uTAx � buT b; for all u 2H(C)g, where H(C) is the Hilbert basis of the oneC = fuTAju2Rm+ g.



7.By Lemma 2.2 every inequality uTAx � buT b with u 2 H(C) is ontained in S(t0) for somet0 2 Z+. Therefore, there exists t1 2 Z+ suh that S(t1) ontains all the inequalities uTAx �buT b for all u 2 H(C), i.e., P(S(t1)) � P1.By a theorem of Chv�atal [3℄, PI = P� for some integer � 2 Z+. Therefore, we an repeat thesame argument for P2; : : : ;P� by �nding systems S(t2); : : : ; S(t� ) suh that P(S(ti)) � Pi for alli = 2; : : : ; � . This gives the result. 2Our proof of Theorem 3.1 strongly relies on Lemma 2.1. As Example 2.1 illustrates, Lemma 2.1is not true if upper bounds on the variables are not present. As a onsequene, the proof ofTheorem 3.1 does not apply to systems without upper bounds. It is, however, straightforwardto extend the proof to the ase we allow multipliers f0; 12 ; 1g for generating uts as opposed tohaving f0; 12g multipliers only. We also remark that even though in Example 2.1 Lemma 2.1 isnot appliable, one an still show that the inequality �2x1+3x2 � 4 is representable as a mod-2ut in some system S(t). This fat might indiate that even an extension of Theorem 3.1 to theunbounded integer programming ase ould be true.Aknowledgements. The authors thank Giovanni Rinaldi for his helpful suggestions.Referenes[1℄ A. Caprara and M. Fishetti. f0; 12g-Chv�atal-Gomory uts. Mathematial Programming,74:221{235, 1996.[2℄ A. Caprara, M. Fishetti, and A. N. Lethford. On the separation of maximally violatedmod-k uts. Mathematial Programming, 87(1):37{56, 2000.[3℄ V. Chv�atal. Edmonds polytopes and a hierarhy of ombinatorial problems. Disrete Math-ematis, 4:305{337, 1973.[4℄ F. Eisenbrand. On the membership problem for the elementary losure of a polyhedron.Combinatoria, 19(2):297{300, 1999.[5℄ R.E. Gomory. Outline of an algorithm for integer solutions to linear programs. Bulletin ofthe Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 64:275{278, 1958.[6℄ A. Shrijver. Theory of Linear and Integer Programming. Wiley, 1986.


